For r ≥ 2, we show that every maximal K r+1 -free graph G on n vertices with
Introduction
For a positive integer r ≥ 2, a graph G is said to be (r + 1)-saturated (or maximal K r+1 -free)
if it contains no copy of K r+1 , but the addition of any edge from the complement G creates at least one copy of K r+1 . Let T r (n) denote the r-partite Turán graph that is, the n-vertex, complete r-partite graph for which each of the r classes is of order ⌊n/r⌋ or ⌈n/r⌉. We write t r (n) = e(T r (n)), and note that t r (n) = (1− 1 r ) n 2 2 +O r (1). Whenever we speak of an r-partite subgraph, we require that it is induced.
Another result concerning the finer structure of stability is due to Brouwer [4] , who showed that if n ≥ 2r + 1 and G is a K r+1 -free graph with e(G) ≥ t r (n) − ⌊ n r ⌋ + 2, then G must be r-partite. This result has further been rediscovered by several authors [1, 7, 8] , and Tyomkyn and Uzzell [13] recently gave a new proof. In this paper, we are interested in the structure of maximal K r+1 -free graphs near the Turán threshold. In this context, Brouwer's result says that if the number of edges of an (r + 1)-saturated graph G is roughly within n/r of the Turán number t r (n), then G is complete r-partite. A natural question then arises, which informally is: when can one guarantee 'almost-spanning' complete r-partite subgraphs in (r + 1)-saturated graphs?
Continuing this line of investigation, Tyomkyn and Uzzell [13] proved, among other results, that every 4-saturated graph on n vertices and with t 3 (n)−cn edges contains a complete 3-partite graph on (1 − o(1))n vertices (they also implicitly dealt with the 3-saturated case).
They went on to ask if one can similarly find almost-spanning, complete r-partite subgraphs in (r + 1)-saturated graphs with many edges, for r ≥ 4. The main result of this paper is to resolve the question of Tyomkyn and Uzzell, in a stronger form. Not only do we show that this phenomenon persists for (r + 1)-saturated graphs for all r ≥ 2, but we also determine the edge threshold for which the result fails to hold. In particular, we show the following. Theorem 1.1. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer. Every (r + 1)-saturated graph G on n vertices with t r (n) − o(n r+1 r ) edges contains a complete r-partite subgraph on (1 − o(1))n vertices.
We also show that this theorem is tight in the sense that for every δ > 0 there exist graphs G with t r (n) − δn r+1 r edges for which the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 fails.
We actually deduce Theorem 1.1 from a stronger, quantitative result, which we now make precise. For a graph G and an integer r ≥ 2, define the graph parameter g r (G) = min{|T | : T ⊆ V (G), G − T is complete r-partite}.
For n, m ∈ N, let S r (n, m) denote the set of all (r + 1)-saturated graphs on n vertices with at least t r (n) − m edges. Then define g r (n, m) = max{g r (G) : G ∈ S r (n, m)}.
The quantitative form of our main theorem, stated below, gives an upper bound for the function g r (n, m) under some modest conditions on n.
Theorem 1.2. Let r, n be integers satisfying r ≥ 2, n ≥ 900r 6 . Every (r + 1)-saturated graph with t r (n) − m edges contains a complete r-partite subgraph on (1 − C r mn − r+1 r )n vertices, where C r is a constant depending only on r.
We shall also give a construction in Section 3 showing that this result is tight, up to the value of C r , in a certain range of m. More precisely, if ε > 0, n ≥ 2 10r /ε and ( r−1 r + ε)n ≤ m ≤ n r+1 r , then c r,ε mn −1/r ≤ g r (n, m) ≤ C r mn −1/r , where c r,ε is a constant depending on r and ε, and C r is a constant depending only on r. This explicit form of our main result takes a major step towards a further question of Tyomkyn and Uzzell [13, 14] , who asked for the determination of g 3 (n, cn). While we have determined g r (n, m) up to constants for m ∈ ( r−1 r + ε)n, n r+1 r , our construction giving the lower bound does not work for m ∈ n r , r−1 r n . We leave the determination of g r (n, m) in this range as an open problem (see Section 5).
We also consider the situation for (r + 1)-saturated graphs with t r (n) − Cn r+1 r edges;
that is, just beyond the edge threshold in Theorem 1.1. In this range it is perhaps most natural to consider "balanced" r-partite complete subgraphs or, in other words, r-partite
Turán subgraphs. With this in mind we set
and, for m, n ∈ N, define
Thus, g * r (n, m) is the maximum number of vertices one is required to delete from an (r + 1)-saturated graph on n vertices with at least t r (n) − m edges such that the remaining graph is an r-partite Turán graph. While it is not hard to see that the functions g * r (n, m) and g r (n, m) are very closely related in the range m = o(n r+1 r ) (as n → ∞), they take on a somewhat different behaviour when m ≥ Cn r+1 r . In this range, g * r becomes the more natural parameter of study. We show that g * r (n, Cn r+1 r ) increases rapidly as C increases. Theorem 1.3. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer and let δ > 0. There exists a constant C = C(r, δ) such that, for n sufficiently large, there exists an n-vertex (r + 1)-saturated graph G that contains no copy of T r (δrn) and e(G) ≥ t r (n) − Cn r+1 r . In other words, for any sufficiently large D > 0 we have
for sufficiently large n and an absolute constant c ′ .
We do not have any corresponding upper bounds on g * r (n, m) in this range of m.
Organization and Notation
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove our main result, Theorem 1.2. Roughly speaking, we first show that any K r+1 -free graph with many edges has a rather substantial r-partite subgraph. We then show that one can refine this resultant r-partite graph by making each bipartite graph between partition classes complete, while removing relatively few vertices. In Section 3, we provide the aforementioned constructions which exhibit the tightness of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2; in Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.3.
Finally, in Section 5 we state some further questions.
Our notation is mostly standard (see, for example, [3] ). For a subset S ⊆ V (G) we denote by N G (S) = v∈S N G (v) the common (or joint) neighbourhood of S in G. We shall omit the subscript 'G' if the underlying graph is understood. If X 1 , . . . , X r are disjoint subsets of V (G), we denote by G[X 1 , . . . , X r ] the r-partite graph induced in G with vertex classes X 1 , . . . , X r . We write f ≪ g to mean f (n)/g(n) → 0 as n → ∞. All other notation we need shall be introduced as necessary.
2 The Proof of Theorem 1.2
Preliminary lemmas
Let us now work towards establishing Theorem 1.2. For that we state and prove two lemmas, the second of which is the core of the proof. For the first lemma we use the following theorem of Andrásfai, Erdős, and Sós [2] , although the precise value of the constant 3r−4 3r−1 is unimportant for us; we only need that it is strictly less than the Turán density.
Theorem 2.1. For r ≥ 2 let G be a K r+1 -free graph on n vertices which is not r-partite. Then there is a vertex v of G with
We shall also use the following result of Brouwer [4] , mentioned in the introduction.
Theorem 2.2. Let r ≥ 2, n ≥ 2r + 1, and let G be an
Here, then, is our first lemma, which grants us a sizable induced r-partite subgraph. We remark that a lemma of this type is not new and appears in a similar form in [13] .
Lemma 2.3. For r ≥ 2 there is a constant d r , depending only on r, such that the following holds. Let n ≥ 4r and 0 ≤ ε ≤ (
where the second inequality follows by our assumption that n ≥ 4r. Therefore by Theorem 2.2, G is r-partite, and there is nothing to prove. Accordingly, we may assume ε ≥ (2rn) −1 .
is r-partite. We claim that t ≤ d r εn for some constant d r depending only on r. This follows from a simple calculation. Indeed as e(G i+1 ) ≤ r−1 2r (n − i) 2 holds for every i ∈ [t], by Turán's theorem we have
and using the lower bound on e(G) we obtain
Further, using the lower bound t r (n) ≥ (1 − 1/r) n 2 applied to (1) and rearranging yields the equivalent inequality
which is easily shown to fail if i = 10r 2 (3r − 1)εn when (2rn) −1 ≤ ε ≤ (30r 3 ) −1 . Since the resulting function in (1) is quadratic in i, it is indeed enough to demonstrate that it fails for one value. Accordingly, t < 10r 2 (3r − 1)εn as claimed.
The next lemma is the heart of the proof of our main theorem. Before stating it we introduce some notation and a bit of terminology. If G is an r-partite graph with vertex partition V 1 , . . . , V r , then we denote by G[V 1 , . . . , V r ] the r-partite complement of G with respect to the partition V 1 , . . . , V r . In other words G[V 1 , . . . , V r ] has vertex set V 1 ∪ · · · ∪ V r and its edges are precisely the non-edges of G which join two vertices belonging to distinct vertex classes of V 1 , . . . , V r . Often we simply speak of the r-partite complement in the case that the vertex partition we are using is clear from context, and we shall simply write G. We say that a subset S ⊆ V (G) of the vertices of a graph G covers an edge e if at least one of the endpoints of e lies in S. Further, we let I G (S) denote the collection of edges of G covered by
S. An r-saturating edge in G is an edge of the complement G the addition of which creates a copy of K r in G. If X, Y ⊆ V (G) are subsets of vertices, then we say that a non-edge e is an r-saturating (X, Y ) edge if it is r-saturating with one endpoint in X and the other in Y . A K r -matching in a graph G is a collection of vertex disjoint copies of K r in G. Lastly, before stating and proving the lemma, let us collect a simple observation that will be of use.
Observation 2.4. Suppose that G is a bipartite graph with vertex classes V 1 and V 2 with e(G) = α|V 1 ||V 2 |, where α ∈ [0, 1]. Then for any 1 ≤ t ≤ |V 2 | there is a subset W ⊆ V 2 of size t such that the induced graph on V 1 ∪ W has at least α|V 1 |t edges.
Proof. This assertion follows from a simple averaging argument.
denote the number of edges of G with an endpoint in Y . Then
with e(V 1 , W ) ≥ α|V 1 |t.
Lemma 2.5. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer and let G be a K r -free, r-partite graph with vertex classes A, B, X 1 . . . , X r−2 . Then the following statements hold.
1. There is a subset R ⊆ A ∪ B that covers all r-saturating (A, B) edges in G and
for some constant c r > 0 depending only on r.
Suppose that t ≥ 1 is an integer with
is a collection of non-edges between A, B, and that there exist K r−t -free subgraphs H 1 , . . . , H s ⊆ G such that every element of E is (r − t)-saturating in at least one of the graphs H 1 , . . . , H s .
Then there exists a set R ′ ⊆ A ∪ B covering every element of E with
where c ′ r,t is a constant depending only on r, t.
Proof. We prove these two statements simultaneously by induction on r. The case r = 2 is trivial: G must be empty. The first part holds by simply choosing the smaller of the two parts of the bipartite graph G and the second part of the statement is vacuous as there is no appropriate choice for t.
So, assuming that the result holds for r − 1 ≥ 2, we prove it for r. To this end, let G be a K r -free, r-partite graph with vertex sets A, B, X 1 , . . . , X r−2 . We start with the proof of Part 2 as we shall need it to prove Part 1.
Proof of Part 2:
Suppose we are given a collection E of non-edges between A, B and subgraphs H 1 , . . . , H s satisfying the requirements of the lemma. Start by enumerating the collection of subgraphs
r−t−2 s (if t = r − 2, then we are just listing the subgraphs
s). We now iteratively apply induction inside each of the graphs
at each stage we remove a set granted by the induction hypothesis before moving to the next graph in the enumeration.
We shall define a sequence of disjoint subsets R 1 , . . . , R s ′ of A ∪ B and a sequence of subgraphs G 1 , . . . , G s ′ +1 of G with the following properties:
r−t−1 for each i ≥ 1, where c r,t is the constant given by the induction hypothesis of the lemma (here, the r-partite complement G i is with respect to the 'obvious' r-partition of G i ).
Every non-edge of E is covered by
Suppose that, for i ∈ [s ′ ], the graphs G 1 , . . . , G i have been defined. Apply the induction hypothesis of Lemma 2.5 to the (r − t)-partite, K r−t -free graph
To check that every non-edge of E is covered by R 1 ∪ · · · ∪ R s ′ , simply recall that we assumed that every non-edge of E is (r − t)-saturating in one of the subgraphs H 1 , . . . , H s and therefore (r − t)-saturating in one of the subgraphs
, and so it will be covered by one of R 1 , . . . , R j . That is, it will be covered in stage j, if it has not been covered already.
To finish the proof of Part 2 of the lemma, we write
Noting that the sets R 1 , . . . , R s ′ are pairwise disjoint, we apply Hölder's inequality to obtain
and therefore
Now, since the sets of edges {I
are pairwise disjoint (as the sets R 1 , . . . , R s ′ are pairwise disjoint, and we remove R i from G i to define G i+1 ) we may estimate
where c ′ r,t is a constant depending only on r, t. Note that the first equality holds since the sets
This completes the proof of Part 2 of Lemma 2.5.
To prove the first part we use the second part along with an extra ingredient. Proof. For each K ∈ M and S ⊆ V (G) we denote by d S (K) the number of vertices of S joined to every vertex of K, so that d S (K) = |N G (K) ∩ S|. We may assume that, for every
As G is K r -free we must then count more than 1 4 |A||B| non-edges between A and B. Setting R to be the smaller of A and B, we see that trivially R covers all r-saturating (A, B) edges and
so we are done (with room to spare). Therefore, we may assume that for every K ∈ M either Now, observe that, by the maximality of M, every r-saturating (A, B) edge is (r − 1)-saturating in one of the graphs {G(y)} y∈Y . Hence we may apply the bound in Part 2 of the lemma to obtain a set R 0 which covers every r-saturating (A, B) edge and
However, this bound is not useful if L is too large. In order to deal with this issue we shall randomly augment R 0 with a set R ′ 0 of |R 0 | vertices. The resulting set R = R 0 ∪ R ′ 0 will only be a factor of two larger than R 0 but will cover 'many' edges of G -enough to achieve a better lower bound on |I G (R)|.
To this end, note that by Claim 2.6 we may assume that, without loss of generality, there are at least |R 0 |L. We now set R = R 0 ∪ R ′ 0 and claim that R is our desired set. First note that R covers all r-saturating (A, B) edges in G, as R 0 already does. To count the total number of non-edges covered by R, we note that |R| ≤ 2|R 0 |, and so we have (using (2))
where
A simple analysis reveals that the quantity on the righthand side of (3) 
where c r is a constant depending only on r.
Finishing the proof
We can now proceed to finish the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof (of Theorem 1.2). Let r, n be integers with r ≥ 2 and n ≥ 900r 6 , and suppose that G is an n-vertex (r + 1)-saturated graph with e(G) ≥ t r (n) − m. For notational convenience we shall write m = εn 2 . Thus we must find a complete r-partite subgraph of G on at least
(1 − C r εn r−1 r )n vertices, for some constant C r depending only on r. We shall additionally insist that C r ≥ 1. The result is then trivial if ε > n − r−1 r and so we may assume that
r . Since n ≥ (30r 3 ) 2 we have that ε ≤ (30r 3 ) −1 , so we may apply Lemma 2.3 to obtain a subset T ⊆ V (G) such that |T | ≤ d r εn and G − T is r-partite. Let the vertex classes of G−T be V 1 , . . . , V r . We now simply apply Part 2 of Lemma 2.5 to common neighbourhoods of appropriate subsets of T . But before we do this we need a bound on e( G[V 1 , . . . , V r ]), the number of non-edges between the parts V 1 , . . . , V r , which is the content of the following claim.
Proof. First note that if |T | = 0, then G is r-partite and e( G[V 1 , . . . , V r ]) = 0 since G is (r + 1)-saturated. So, we may assume that |T | ≥ 1. In this case, the number of non-edges e G satisfies e G ≤ n 2 − t r (n) + εn 2 , and also
by convexity of the function x → x 2 . By using the estimate t r (n)
Now, if |T | ≥ r/2, then (5) For t ∈ [r − 1] let C t denote the collection of copies of K t contained in G[T ], the graph induced on T . We say a non-edge e is of type t if it lies between two of the classes V 1 , . . . , V r , and the addition of e to G creates a K r+1 with exactly t vertices in T . Since G is (r + 1)-saturated and G[V 1 , . . . , V r ] is a K r+1 -free graph, every non-edge between two of the classes V 1 , . . . , V r is of type t for some t ∈ [r − 1]. For t ∈ [r − 1] we let E t denote the collection of type t non-edges. pairs V i , V j with i = j then yields a complete r-partite subgraph.
So fix i = j ∈ [r] and note that for each t ∈ [r − 1], each graph in the collection G t is K r+1−t -free and every (V i , V j ) non-edge of E t is (r + 1 − t)-saturating in one of the graphs of G t . So for each t ∈ [r − 1] we may invoke Part 2 of Lemma 2.5 to obtain a set S t (i, j) ⊆ V i ∪ V j that covers every (r + 1)-saturating (V i , V j ) edge of type t and
Moreover, by Claim 2.7 we have |I G[V 1 ,...,Vr] (S t (i, j))| ≤ e( G[V 1 , . . . , V r ]) ≤ (d r + 1)εn 2 , and using the bound |C t | ≤ |T | t ≤ (d r εn) t , we obtain 
It follows that
where C r,t is a constant depending only on r, t, for each t ∈ [r − 1], and i = j ∈ [r].
As every edge between the parts V 1 , . . . , V r is of type t for some t ∈ [r − 1], we conclude that the set S = r−1 t=1 i =j∈[r] S t (i, j) covers every non-edge between the parts V 1 , . . . , V r . It follows that G − S − T is a complete r-partite graph. To bound |S| recall that ε ≤ n where the constant C ′ r depends only on r. It is here that we have used the condition ε ≤ n − r−1 r , since this implies that the dominating term in the sum above is the one with t = 1. Hence we have found a complete r-partite subgraph on
r−1 r n vertices, for some constant C r . This completes the proof.
Constructions

An auxiliary construction: removed edges
The aim of this section is to describe a family of constructions that demonstrate the optimality of Theorem 1.1. We begin by inductively constructing a family of auxiliary graphs G r,s , for each r, s ∈ N, r, s ≥ 2. It is useful to keep in mind that the edges of the r-partite graph G r,s record edges to be removed from a later graph. First let us introduce a family of r-partite graphs G r,s 1 ,s 2 ,...,s r−1 for which G r,s will be a special case. 
Construction of G
, and with the (t + 1)st vertex class defined as a collection of new vertices A t+1 = {x 1 , . . . , x st }. We define the edge set
Now let G r,s = G r,2s,s,...,s , for s ≥ 2. This choice of the parameters s 1 , . . . , s r−1 is optimal for its use later in the construction; however, for brevity, we shall omit this calculation. The following proposition records several useful properties of our family of graphs G r,s . Proposition 3.1. The graph G r,s has the following properties.
1. G r,s is r-partite with vertex partition A 1 ∪· · ·∪A r (and hence it makes sense to consider the r-partite complement of G r,s with respect to this partition).
2. The r-partite complement G r,s is K r -free. 6. e(G r,s ) ≤ 4(r − 1)s r .
7. The size of the largest two vertex classes is 2s r−1 .
8. All other vertex classes have size at most s r−2 .
9. There is a matching between the largest two vertex classes of G r,s . 
The final construction
We can now proceed to construct a family of graphs H r,s,t (n) that will demonstrate the tightness of Theorem 1.2. We let H 1 , . . . , H t be vertex disjoint copies of G r,s with vertex
. We now augment the vertex set of the H p 's to be the vertex set for our G. First note that since n ≥ 4s r−1 tr+t, we can find ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ r ∈ N, so that for each i ∈ [r] we have
Note that as n is large enough, we may assume that ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ r > 0. We now define the sets A 1 , . . . , A r as
, where Y i is a collection of ℓ i new vertices. We additionally define A r+1 = {x 1 , . . . , x t } as a collection of t new vertices and finally set V (G) = r+1 i=1 A i . We define the edge set as follows: the vertex x p is joined to V (H p ), for each p ∈ [t], and for i, j ∈ [r], x ∈ A i , y ∈ A j , xy is an edge if and only if i = j and the edge xy is not in any of the graphs H 1 , . . . , H t . We then add a maximal set of edges among A r+1 that leaves the graph K r+1 -free. That is, we first define a graph G ′ by V (G ′ ) = V (G) and
and then augment the edge set to form E(G):
where X ⊆ A (2) r+1 is maximal in the sense that adding any further edge of A (2) r+1 will yield a K r+1 in G. Call this final graph H r,s,t (n).
The following Proposition shows that H r,s,t (n) has all of the properties that are of interest to us. Before proceeding, let us note the following easy observation.
Observation 3.2. For integers r, t ≤ n with r ≥ 2 we have
Proof. If x is a vertex of minimum degree in T r (n), then T r (n) − x = T r (n − 1) and so t r (n) = t r (n − 1) + δ(T r (n)). Iterating this fact yields
as claimed. Proposition 3.3. Suppose that n, r, s, t ∈ N with r, s ≥ 2 satisfy n ≥ 4s r−1 tr + t. Then there exists an (r + 1)-saturated graph G on n vertices with e(G) ≥ t r (n) − r−1 r tn − 4(r − 1)ts r such that any complete r-partite subgraph has at most n − 2ts r−1 vertices.
where in the second inequality we have used Observation 3.2. We first note that any complete r-partite subgraph is of order at most n − 2ts r−1 , as for each p ∈ [t], at most |H p | − 2s r−1 vertices from V (H p ) can be included in a complete r-partite subgraph of G, by Part 10 of Proposition 3.1.
To see that G is (r + 1)-saturated we may argue as we did in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
First, notice that G is K r+1 -free. Indeed, if there were a copy of K r+1 in G then, by construction, it would contain exactly one vertex from A r+1 , say x p for some p ∈ [t]. Since the neighbourhood of x p outside A r+1 is exactly H p , which is K r -free, it follows that x p cannot be contained in any copy of K r+1 , which yields a contradiction. There are only three types of edges that one could add to G: edges from E(H p ), for some p ∈ [t], edges between A r+1 and one of the A i , i ∈ [r], and edges within a vertex class. Note that the first option must create a K r by Proposition 3.1, which then extends to a K r+1 when we include x p . If we add an edge x p y, for some y ∈ A i , p ∈ [t], i ∈ [r], first notice that by Part 3 of Proposition 3.1
we may choose a copy of K r−1 , say K, in the graph induced on V (H p ) \ A i . We then form a K r+1 by observing that x p and y are joined to all of K. If we add an edge within one of the classes A 1 , . . . , A r , then we find a K r−1 among Y 1 , . . . , Y r that does not intersect the class that contains the added edge. Clearly this K r−1 is in the common neighbourhood of both points of the added edge and hence we extend to a K r+1 . Adding an edge within A r+1 guarantees a K r+1 by the construction of G.
By choosing s and t appropriately, we arrive at the following.
Theorem 3.4. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer and let ε > 0. Then there exist n 0 , b 0 , c 0 > 0 which are constants depending on r and ε such that the following holds. Let n ∈ N and m > 0 be such that n ≥ n 0 and (
Then there exists an (r + 1)-saturated graph G on n vertices and e(G) ≥ t r (n) − m, with no complete r-partite subgraph on more than the condition n ≥ 4s r−1 tr + t holds for this choice of s and t. Indeed, we have:
where the penultimate inequality follows from the assumption that m ≤ b 0 n r+1 r . Let G be as in the conclusion of Proposition 3.3. It follows that
To finish the proof, notice that t ≥
and s ≥ (cn)
1 r 2 . Therefore we have
Hence we have that there is no complete r-partite subgraph on more than (1 − c 0 mn (1))n vertices. It is easy to see that no two classes V i , V j can differ by more than o(n) vertices (otherwise, there would be too few edges in G), and so we may remove at most o(n) vertices to make G ′ a r-partite Turán graph. In other words, there is little quantitative difference between the maximum sized r-partite Turán subgraph and the maximum sized complete r-partite subgraph in the edge regime t r (n) − o(n r+1 r ). However, if e(G) = t r (n) − O(n r+1 r ) the difference between these two problems becomes relevant, and we find it most natural to restrict our attention to balanced complete r-partite subgraphs or, equivalently, r-partite Turán graphs.
Recall that for n, m ∈ N, the quantity g * r (n, m) is the maximum number vertices that one must remove from an (r + 1)-saturated graph on t r (n) − m edges so that the remaining graph is an r-partite Turán graph. In this section, we show that, for C sufficiently large compared to r, we have
for an absolute constant c ′ and sufficiently large n. In other words, the vertex set of the largest r-partite Turán subgraph can cover an arbitrarily small fraction of the vertices in the edge range e(G) = t r (n) − O(n r+1 r ). We remind the reader of the statement of Theorem 1.3 for convenience. Theorem 1.3. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer and let δ > 0. There exists a constant C = C(r, δ) such that, for n sufficiently large, there exists an n-vertex (r + 1)-saturated graph G that contains no T r (δrn) and e(G) ≥ t r (n) − Cn r+1 r . In terms of the function g * r , we show that, for sufficiently large D > 0, we have
for sufficiently large n.
Proof. Fix δ ∈ (0, 1) and choose C(δ) = 2 6 r −1 δ −1 log(2e/δ) = 4rB(δ), where we have set B(δ) = 16r −2 δ −1 log(2e/δ). With foresight, we select s = n 1 r , t = B(δ)n 1 r and note that for large enough n we have δ 4 n > 2s r−1 . We build our desired graph G in three stages. We start by defining our first stage graph {xy : f
We define G(f 1 , . . . , f t ) to be a graph on the same vertex set as G I and with edge set
In what follows, we show that the probability of making a "good" choice for G(f 1 , . . . , f t ) is non-zero. induced on f p (V (H p )) contains a copy of K r . This induced graph is contained in a copy of G r,s (as in Proposition 3.1), which is K r -free, a contradiction.
We now show that every "missing" edge between V 1 , V 2 are saturating edges. This is important as we need to ensure that the edges we remove in stage II are not just added back in, in the final stage.
Claim 4.3. Let f 1 , . . . , f t be functions as described above. Adding any edge, which is not already present, between the classes
Proof of Claim 4.3: Suppose that e ∈ E G(f 1 ,...,ft) (V 1 , V 2 ). This means that e ∈ E H(f 1 ,...,ft) (V 1 , V 2 )
and thus e ∈ E fp(H p ) (V 1 , V 2 ), for some p ∈ [t]. Every such edge in f p (H p ), if deleted from H p , is contained in an independent set I with exactly one vertex in each part V 1 , . . . , V r ; this holds by Part 4 in Proposition 3.1. Since each of the H 1 , . . . , H t are disjoint on V 3 , . . . , V r , I
is a set containing only e, in H. This is the same as saying that e is a r-saturating edge in
The following claim will help us show that we cannot find a large r-partite Turán graph in our final graph.
Claim 4.4. The probability that G(f 1 , . . . , f t ) contains a complete bipartite graph K δn/2,δn/2 between V 1 , V 2 is less than 1/2.
Proof of Claim 4.4: Let E(A, B) be the "bad" event that the pair A ⊂ V ′ 1 , B ⊂ V ′ 2 have no edge of H(f 1 , . . . , f t ) between them. We define the random variable X to be the number of pairs of subsets A ⊂ V ′ 1 , B ⊂ V ′ 2 of size δn/2 each, that have no edge of H(f 1 , . . . , f t ) between them.
To estimate the expectation of X we fix two sets A ⊆ V ′ 1 , B ⊆ V ′ 2 of size δn/2, and let E p = E p (A, B) , for p ∈ [t], denote the event that f p (H p ) has no edge between A, B. By independence, P(E(A, B)) = p P(E p ). We fix p ∈ [t] and look to bound P(E p ). We explicitly express the two largest vertex classes of H p , H 
We will say that f (y i ), f (z i ) misses the pair, otherwise. We define E p (i) to be the event that f (y i ), f (z i ) misses A, B.
So to bound P(E p ), we need only to bound the terms in the above product. This is easily done as the conditional probabilities P (E p (i)|E p (i − 1), . . . , E p (1)) do not differ too much from the unconditioned probabilities P(E p (i)). To this end, note that E p (1), . . . , E p (i − 1) depend only on the choices of Y i−1 = {f (y 1 ), . . . , f (y i−1 )}, Z i−1 = {f (z 1 ), . . . , f (z i−1 )}. Thus, we have
where the third inequality follows by recalling that |V ′ 1 |, |V ′ 2 | ≤ n/r and the last inequality follows by recalling that δ 4 n > 2s r−1 . So, from (6), we have
for each p ∈ [t], and therefore
So, by linearity of expectation, we have
Using the standard inequality
Recalling our choices of s = n 1/r and t = B(δ)n 1/r = 16r −2 δ −1 log(2e/δ)n 1/r , we have EX < 1/2 for sufficiently large n. This completes the proof of Claim 4.4.
We now define G II to be a graph of the form G(f 1 , . . . , f t ) for which there are no copies
. . , f t ) exists with non-zero probability, by Claim 4.4.
To define our final graph G, we choose a maximal K r+1 -free graph which contains G II .
Since G II is K r+1 -free, G is also K r+1 -free and, trivially, G is (r + 1)-saturated. Using inequalities t r (n − t) ≥ t r (n) − tn and e(G r,s ) ≤ 4(r − 1)s r , we have that We now observe that G cannot contain a copy T of T r (δrn). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that G contains T . First note that G− V r+1 is r-partite with vertex partition V 1 , . . . , V r . This is because the addition of any pair e = uv to G II , within some V i , would form a copy of K r+1 on vertex set {u, v} ∪ ({v 1 , . . . , v r } − {v i }). Therefore G − V r+1 is r-partite. This means that G must contain a copy K of K δn/2,δn/2 between V ′ 1 , V ′ 2 , as |T ∩ V r+1 | ≤ |V r+1 | = t < δn/4 and therefore |T ∩ (V 1 ∪ · · · ∪ V r )| ≥ δrn/2. Now since all non-edges between V 1 , V 2 are 
Final Remarks and Open Problems
Recall that g r (n, m) is defined to be the maximum number of vertices that one is required to remove from an n-vertex, (r + 1)-saturated graph with at least t r (n) − m edges, so that the remaining graph is complete r-partite. Combining Theorems 1.2 and 3.4 we see that for any ε > 0, if n ≥ n 0 (r, ε) and ( When the number of edges is in a suitable range we conjecture that the lower bound coming from our construction H r,s,t (n) (see Section 3), for some appropriately chosen parameters s, t, should be close to the optimal one. Recall that by f (n) ≪ g(n) we mean that f (n)/g(n) → 0 as n → ∞. (1))g r (H r,s,t (n)), as n → ∞ for some choice of s = s(n) and t = t(n).
We remark that an optimization yielded our particular choice of G r,s 1 ,...,s r−1 with s 1 = 2s and s i = s for all i = 1 (which we simply called G r,s ). We believe that a similar optimization should yield the right choice of parameters s = s * , t = t * to satisfy the conclusion of Conjecture 5.2. It seems plausible that the resulting construction H r,s * ,t * (n) is indeed extremal for g r (n, m) when m is in the range n ≪ m ≪ n r+1 r given above.
It is natural to consider the largest k such that the Turán subgraph T r (k) must appear in every (r + 1)-saturated graph G, with e(G) ≥ t r (n) − m edges, where m ∼ Cn r+1 r . This amounts to the following problem regarding the function g * r (n, m), the "balanced" analogue of g r (n, m). Problem 5.3. Determine g * r (n, Cn r+1 r ), for each C ∈ R + and sufficiently large n.
Recall that Theorem 1.3 shows that g * r (n, Cn n, for C large and fixed and n → ∞, but we have no non-trivial upper bounds for g * r (n, Cn r+1 r ), when C is large.
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